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World existence and “evolved matter” as its modern model

Along the strike of this article we’ll try to perform two tasks. The first one is to review the world existence but not in form of concept but in form of modern scientific-philosophic system of views on the Universe structure and on the processes of formation and development of non-organic world, worlds of life and intelligence. The second one is to answer the question “what is the essence of human life?” through the scientific-philosophic understanding of the world existence.

In my opinion, formation of the planetary-cosmic type of person is impossible without knowing of one’s past and one’s future, in that connection we refer not only to the planetary scale factor. The planet Earth and its organization are just the episodes of cosmic history of world existence. The human of future should know one’s history at scale of world to realize one’s intended purpose in the Universe and one’s place in material world. The human of future world view in no case should be limited by the Earth scale factor because this artificial limit narrows down the abilities of creative potentials realization, enchains the activity development, prevents the civilization joining for the achievement of more ambitious projects that are related to cosmic exploration. At the heart of human of future world view should be put the understanding of fact that one’s life is a component of civilization life, civilization activity and its far-reaching nature depends from completeness of person’s realization in life. Along the strike of this article we’ll show that modern scientific-philosophic conception of the Universe shows the cosmic roots of human origination and relatively show not only planetary but also cosmic nature its activity.

Let’s try to summarize the well known facts before we start reviewing of the modern scientific-philosophic picture of world existence. Firstly, during the previous researches we’ve reduced to common dominator the contents of scientific concept of “evolution” and philosophic one of “existence” [see 7]. The fundamental laws of world organization are laid at their bottom, for example, second law of thermodynamics which defines the prime cause, directivity and irreversibility of movement according to modern ideas. From the point of view of the modern natural philosophy the philosophic concept of “world existence” is the prime cause of movement of space vacuum which is the determinative space of inert matter.

Secondly, we’ve brought together the understanding of natural philosophic term “matter” and philosophic one “entity”. The matter manifests oneself by the agency of movement; the entity manifests oneself by the agency of existence. The matter (entity) is the local (“solidificated”) state of movement (existence) which is reviewed by the modern science. Any manifestation of entity is material and it is the local (particular) manifestation of movement. Any entity manifestation of existence is nothing else but matter at some state or form. It’s possible to formulate the opposite statement: matter together with its forms and states is the entity manifestation of existence. These statements are equal. There are four fundamental laws (or groups of laws) at the bottom of “matter” and “entity” terms: second law of thermodynamics2, Khazen’s law3, laws of self-organization4 and laws of conservation of physical quantities5. 
 
Thirdly, according to Khazen’s law, the matter evolves creatively manifesting oneself in hierarchical structuring. In this case, creativity origins at the result and basing on system’s tendency of disorder maximum. In other words fixed by the modern science entity manifestations of existence don’t contradict the primate of disorder raising (second law of thermodynamics), but evolve hierarchically according to determined by modern science matter forms and states in the Universe.

Fourthly, according to second law of thermodynamics we can postulate the world existence predeterminacy. The content of philosophic concept of “predeterminacy” includes some physical concepts such as directionality, irreversibility and accident nature of processes which are the results of second law of thermodynamics. The philosophic concept of “predetermined world existence” substantially filled by physical and chemical processes which have direct, irreversible and probably accident nature. At that there is no contradiction between the concept of “predeterminacy” and concept of “accidence” when the last one is a part of the first one’s content.  Predeterminacy doesn’t mean strong determinism and obligingness. It is just connected with directionality and irreversibility of movement (existence) together with possibility of the accidental next step. Predeterminacy is a property of initial one. Appearance of next one is possible and it has accidental nature. But even at this accidence we find predefinition because accidence is a choice of some defined variants of defined ones.

Fifthly, predefined world existence manifests oneself in different entity implementations and has some physical variables: order and chaos ones, linear and non-linear equation, equilibrium and non- equilibrium ones, openness and closeness of systems etc. I am referring to the fact that predeterminacy of existence doesn’t mean absolute determinism of matter evolution. As we mentioned it is more correct to say about dynamic chaos as a chain between absolutely determined systems and with principally accidental ones. 

The philosophic summarization of natural philosophic researches let us to separate at least three basic sets of material forms in predefined world existence including all the countless entity implementations fixed by the modern science. There is inorganic world, organic one and the last one joined with human activity.

Before we pass the next reasoning, let’s postulate the statement which is practically proved by science: all the processes and phenomena of our world (Earth, Solar system, Milky Way6) are equal to the Universe ones upon the whole. The material world and universal nature that’s why the processes take place are unified for the entire Universe. There from three matter states observed in the scale of our world are common not only for our world, but also for the entire Universe. Inorganic world, world of life and world of intelligence are the global entity implementations of world existence. They are authentically known for the modern science and called as inert matter, living and intelligent ones.

From the point of view of scientific-philosophic way of world perception we can affirm the following:

Firstly, each of three matter states has its own determinative space. The modern science has established that determinative space for inert matter it is the space of cosmic vacuum, for living matter it is the molecular-genetic space, for intelligent matter it is the mentality space (the aggregation of neuron unions of underconsciousness and consciousness).

Secondly, the determinative spaces under the influence of second law of thermodynamics, Khazen’s law, laws of self-organization and laws of conservation of physical quantities are evolved hierarchically transforming into the foundations of formations of one’s own local systems. Thus we can make suggestion that Universe existence is heterogeneous and consists form at least three known by modern science systems:  inert matter, living and intelligent ones.

Thirdly, according to above determined, each matter state is an opened system that operates in accordance with the material world laws, in other word it is full-scaled existent one. So the existing Universe contains from the aggregate of matter states. Inert, living and intelligent matter states for their own systems are the existence. We mean it is a self-sufficient existence but in scopes of world existence.

Fourthly, second law of thermodynamics, Khazen’s law, laws of self-organization and laws of conservation of physical quantities are stated the fact of matter states their systems inclusion. We mean consistent inclusion (“nested dolls” principle) and Khazen’s law doesn’t allow any alternatives. We observe the Russian nested dolls principle when one self-sufficient doll is nested into another one and the last one is bigger and more large-scaled8. The Universe is a big nested doll with umpteenth number of self-sufficient matter states. Ones self-sufficiency manifests in fact that in ones content they are the opened self-organized systems and they are able to autonomic existence. The Universe existence is sequent nested existence of matter states.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of sequent nesting of known for modern science matter states in the Universe existence. Numbers designate the space-times: 1 – inert mater; 2 – living matter; 3 – intelligent matter. Letters A, B, C are the singularity points of inert mater, living and intelligent ones.
Schematic representation of sequent nesting of matter states are shown on Fig. 1. We consider that number 1 designates the primary system of inert matter based on the cosmic vacuum space. We consider that it is a principium of the Universe. The pre-conditions of the second matter state (living one) appear during the progress of evolution. Living matter state is nested into the system of inert matter and directly depends from the processes that take place at inert matter. Living matter state is defined by the lows of inert matter in many respects and full-value of its existence directly depends from the fact how qualitatively it would organize its co-existence with inert matter.

In the second matter state (living one) we find its dual nature: form one side, it is just a piece of existence of the primary (determinative) inert mater (Khazen’s law) and in generally depends from interaction with inert matter; form the other side, during the evolution process it gets more and more independent and it strikes for the maximum of autonomy and independence from the influence of determinative existence. It becomes existence and expresses it on its system. Thus living matter in matter is an existing entity. This living matter existence dualism let it not only to exist in full-value way at the scale of the Universe according to Khazen’s low, but also to build its own (individual) system without violations of fundamental laws. It also let living matter to show its (individual) dynamically developed content in forms which are principally differ of inert matter ones.

According to second law of thermodynamics, the Universe existence with its openness let us to suppose the presence of umpteenth numbers of sequentially originated, nested one into another entities. In this way, third matter state (intelligent matter) appears from the living one in course of time, then fourth state from the third one etc.  I suppose that number of existing entities is limited by the answer of question: “In what direction our Universe does open?”. That is why I regularly underline: when we discuss three matter states we discuss just three opened self-sufficient systems known for the modern science.

On the ground of qualitatively new scientific-philosophic summarizations we can formulate new cosmological model of the Universe. Previously we underline that there are two basic groups of the models of the Universe existence. The first one is based on the theological conceptions with the God's will of the Universe formation. At present it is supplemented by the modern natural-science knowledge but still substantiating the fundamental questions solutions by means of the preternatural forces. We are not going to review this model in the context of the research.

The second group of models of the Universe is actively developed by the natural-science and philosophic knowledge and consists from three basic models. The first one is called the Evolved Universe. This is the basic model developed by the natural science. I knowingly avoid the Big Bang widespread name because the basis of the Evolved Universe model is inflation model which includes the Big Bang concept as its own part. This moment we’ll review at the end of the article.

        At the time of its development the Evolved Universe model was passing the series of the key stages. It contains some other particular models that are actively developed and obtained more specific by the modern science. The Universe at the context of the Evolved Universe model is scrutinized like an evolved structure. The history of this model origination starts from the first cosmological (cosmogonical) doctrines of the ancient Greeks or even earlier. But the model got the empiric completion in the Kant-Laplacian philosophy-mathematic conception. After the Boltsman's, Clauziseses and others researches and the thermodynamics formation the model has became reviewed as the evolved model. In 20 century the model transformed from the empiric vision into the physico-mathematical substantiation stage. On the basis of the Einstein's probability theory Russian physician Fridman A. substantiated three real scripts of the Universe development. A little bit later another Russian physician Gamov G. showed that the Expanding Universe model is the most proven by the astrophysical observation. From here the Evolved Universe model were extended and supplied. 

Most of the scientists split Evolved Universe model by two parts. The first one is the laws of the Universe changes in course of time. The second one is the problem of the initial Universe state [see 25].

The basis of the Evolved Universe model consists from basic particular theories. They are the general relativity theory and the quantum mechanics. Both of them are the result of the great intellectual efforts of the first part of XX century scientists. The general relativity theory descript the describes the gravity interaction and the large-scale structure of the Universe, in other words its structure in scale factor from some kilometers up to the size of observed part of the Universe. The quantum mechanics reviews phenomena at extremely small scale factors.

          Simplistically the Evolved Universe model can be set out in the following way. According to Penrose-Hoking theorems of the singularity [25] the evolution of the modern Universe started from the singularity point as a result of the Big Bang about 13,7 (14) billions years ago10. The Universe expanded according to the model of chaotic expansion that was suggested by Russian physician Andrey Linde at the end of eighteens. Supposing that the Universe model corresponds with the ideal gas model we can explain the evolution direction basing on the low entropy system passage into the high entropy one. According to R.Penrose the singularity point is the lowest entropy point [21].

        According the Khazen's law the Universe evolves hierarchically. The model foresees the following consistency of the evolved hierarchy (Fig. 2). But of course the constituted hierarchies are formal.

What are the model's characteristics? Firstly, it contains the search of the Universe origin. What is the Universe beginning? What are the processes and phenomena that preceded the Universe? What is the singularity point? What is the script of the Universe development?

        Secondly, the Evolved Universe model stakes on the space and time structures consideration and the appropriate origin of the substance and its derivations.

        Thirdly, the Evolved Universe model doesn't scrutinize the living matter manifestations ("living substance" according to Vernadskiy's terminology) and the intelligent matter ones (the humanity). Mainly this model is represented the physical and mathematical disciplines and it doesn't exceed the bounds of the for sure established facts. It describes just the inert ("lifeless") substance evolution because its existence is an established fact. Thus it reviews the inert substance evolution.

Fig. 2. The hierarchical structure of the Evolved Universe model
At the same time with development of the physical-mathematical substantiation of the Evolved Universe model (at the beginning of the XX century) we note the natural science scientific generalizations that had been left unnoticed or more precisely left without due mark. We are talking about the researches in the areas of geology, geochemistry etc. that have been performed by the famous Russian thinker Vladimir Ivanovich Vernadskiy. There are a lot of papers that nave been already written and that will be wrote about the value of Vladimir Vernadskiy's researches for the world science. But as for me the model of the Universe that follows his researches is underestimated at the context of his creative heritage understanding. Vernadskiy has never devoted himself to the cosmological models creation. But his generalizations of the Earth's geological and biological chronicles and equal to the modeling in the scale of the separated material object. With all this going on we have to give him due because he analyzed the processes and phenomena on the Earth in the context of the space activity11.
        
If we extrapolate Vernadskiy’s doctrine about the living substance that he reviewed in the Earth's scale to the space scales we will get a new cosmological model with its new vision of world existence and Universe structure. Namely, the inert matter is a primary matter state and it evolves into the living matter through the transition state. The living matter is in series embedded into the inert matter but it doesn't prevent it to exist all-sufficiently in the scales of the predominant pressure of the inert matter and to evolve as a dynamic system. Vernadskiy defined the principle of life cosmism as a Huygens principle in honor of Dutch scientist Christian Huygens who claimed that life is not only earth phenomenon but it is cosmic. 
       
I named this model by the name of the Evolved Substance. This one doesn't reject the Evolved Universe model. The first model includes the second one in its structure. In Vernadskiy’s model inert substance is equal to the developed by modern science Evolved Universe model.  In Vernadskiy's model the inert substance goes through the transitive state (bioinert substance12) into the new qualitative state (living substance13) at the result of physical-chemical evolution.

Basing on extrapolated Vernadskiy’s empiric summarizations we draw a conclusion that The Universe is not just an inert substance (Universe) and its system evolution (Fig.2), that have been reviewed in Evolved Universe model. According to Vernadskiy model the Evolved Universe is just one of some qualitative substance states. According to Vernadskiy the Universe also contains another matter state – the living substance. Thus substance also evolves not like a form but also changes its qualitative states from inert to living. Living substance is originated from the transitive forms (bioinert substance) and it is primordially embedded into the inert matter system. It leaves a mark on the substance formation and development. That is why living matter evolves not just hierarchically (Fig.3) but also in the absolute dependence condition of environment and space14. According to A.Lapo, the spheres of living substance development in scopes of separated material object may be limited by five parameters: quantity of oxygen and carbon dioxide; presence of water in liquid phase; thermal mode; presence of “living wage” of elements of mineral nutrition; water super salinity [see 17].
A the end of XX century developing Vernadskiy’s concept, L.Morozov supposed that along with “Big Bang” took place “Biological Big Bang” which is associated with violation of mirror (chiral) symmetry with origination of integral systems of living substance of biospheric type [see 15, pages 72-75].

Fig. 3. The hierarchical living substance evolution
        Let me underline that scientifically separated spaces of evolved living substance hierarchy are formal and relative. They just systematize a huge amount of information about the life existence that is available for the modern science.

According to modern notions living matter is a material substance and it can be characterized by the processes of formation, development and interaction of live organisms in scale of Space. Living matter is a secondary matter state of substance and field and it is defined by the following characteristics:
1.	Carbon-organic protein-nucleic-water basis.
2.	Dissymmetry of internal material-energetic medium.
3.	Irreversibility.
4.	Non-equilibrium of physical-chemical processes.
5.	Directed nature of physical-chemical processes.
6.	Selection ability of organisms concerning the isotopes of chemical elements.
7.	Self-reproduction by means of self-renovation of protein bodies based on self-replication15.
8.	Double-layer (protein-nucleic) atomistic organization.

Complexly these characteristics for new qualitative attribute – complex functionality16, which let to separate living matter into the independent cosmological phenomenon17. in 1987 year A.Lapo separated basic features of living matter using scientific formulizations of V.Vernadskiy [17, pages 141-142]:
1.	Biospheric living substance has a huge free energy. In the inorganic world just non-solidificated lava flows can be compared with it but they loose energy fast becoming cold.
2.	Speed of chemical reactions in living substance is thousands (sometimes millions) times faster then in inert one. At that small initial portions of masses energy may cause processing of much bigger amounts of mass and energy. For example, a day some types of worms process food amount that is 200 times bigger then their own mass.
3.	Basic chemical compounds that define living matter composition (proteins, ferments etc.) in natural conditions are stable just inside the live organisms.
4.	There are two forms of movement of live organisms: passive one (defined by growing and reproduction) and active one (performed using the directive movement). The first one is common for all the organisms but the second one is common for animals in general. The passive movement individuality of organisms is a rush to fill bigger space. V.Vernadskiy called this process as life pressure. In generally its force (speed of reproduction) is inversely proportional to the organism size. Bacteria, viruses and fungi have biggest pressure. New generation of some bacteria originates every 22-23 minutes. Having no limits for reproduction they would occupy entire Earth surface almost within one day. At the same conditions puffball (every exemplar produces 7.5 billions of spores) in second generation would have 800 times bigger volume then our planet has. Elephants need more then 1000 years to cover Earth surface. Reviewed fact explains a fact of fast epidemy expansion caused by bacteria and viruses. The movement of the second type takes place using the own movement of organisms. The movement of diclinous is performed by females which throw in new regions.
5.	Live organisms have bigger morphological and chemical variety then nonliving ones have.  Saying about the variety of sizes and morphology it is enough to make an example of comparison of virus and elephant or whale. Their sizes differ in billions of times. Considering the chemical composition of living substance it is important to underline that one is defined by 2 millions of different organic compounds. Let’s remark that number of natural minerals is just about 2000 and it is 1000 times less then living substance has. Bodies of live organisms may contain substances at three phase states at the same time but being an organic whole.
6.	Even having big variety of chemical composition live organisms are generally built from proteins which contain the same amino acids.  Transferring of genetic information goes in the same way (DNA – RNA - protein) using genetic code.
7.	Normal organisms advancing in nature is possible just in community with other organisms (biocoenosis).
8.	Living substance exists only in form of continual interchange of generations.
9.	In parallel with generations interchange goes the evolution of living substance. As a rule this process is characteristic for higher organisms, the more primitive organism is the more conservative it is.

Living substance may exist in cellular and acellular forms. Acellular form of live was detected by D.Ivanovskiy who was a counterpart and friend of V.Vernadskiy. In 1892 year D.Ivanovskiy firstly detected agent of tobacco mosaic that was able to get through the bacteriological filters. Lately it will be called as virus. This phenomenon has became a basis of virology.

What are the distinctive features of the Evolved Substance model? Firstly, according to Fig.4 the Universe contains from two matter states - the inert and the living ones. In the Evolved Substance model the Universe is equally valuable as living substance. Undoubtedly nobody can talk about the equality of inert and living substances scales. The scale concernment of living substance is incommensurably less than the primary one (inert matter). If inert substance is a Universe scale factor then living substance is a scale of the separate objects that are the forms of inert substance. But living substance is independent as well as inert one is despite the embedding factor and the following results of it. We mean the scale factors, time hierarchies, structures and levels of influence incommensurability.

        Secondly, the Universe (system of inert and living substance) evolution was firstly postulated in Vernadskiy's model. It was a first time when living matter was postulated by the laws of the inert matter including the law of hierarchical Universe evolution as an entropy increase (Khazen's law). It was a merging of the evolved inert and living substances systems into a single whole. Since that moment it describes the essential substance evolution (the Universe evolution). Generally speaking the synthetic theory of evolution had to take into account Vernadskiy’s postulate and to include argumentation of inert substance evolution into its evidentiary base causing formation of united theory of evolution of inert substance and living one.

Thirdly, the Evolved Universe model contains the empiric substantiation of second matter state - living substance! Life has been transformed from the everyday term into the scientific concept owing to Vernadskiy and his followers. Vernadskiy was the first who supposed the life (living substance) existence possibility as a space phenomenon. This supposition has been extended by I.Prigogin, K.Denbigh, G.Gladyshev, A. Khazen etc, from thermodynamics positions, form positions of mathematics and physic by A.Kolmogorov, A.Liapunov, F.Daison, F.Drake, K.Sagan, F.Hoyl etc., form positions of other scientific disciplines (V.Kaznacheev, L.Morozov, V.Arshinov, Y.Sachkov, I.Akchurin etc.) and experimentally approved at the result of space expeditions.

Fourthly, V.Vernadskiy revived the Redy's principle. In the context of the Evolved Substance model this principle stimulates the solving of the problem of living substance origin. V.Vernadskiy postulated the correctness of the Redy's principle (live from live) in earthen conditions. But it can be violated in cosmic medium according the scientist’s ideas. He noticed that “the Redy's principle doesn’t deny abiogenesis, it just define the limits where abiogenesis is absent <…> Also it is possible that there are unknown physical-chemical phenomena and they are not considered by  the Redy's principle, they admit abiogenesis that take place on the Earth. But they wriggle out of our attention because of their insignificance and small accuracy of our methods of researches” [15, page 92]. V.Vernadskiy certified the fact of existing of bioinert substance (product of interaction of inert matter and living one). At a later stage concept of “bioinert substance” has got another value (transitive stage between inert substance and living one). A.Oparin’s, J.Bernal’s, S.Fox’s, K.Doze’s, M.Kalvine’s and other ones researches have shown the possibility of inert substance transition into the stage of bioinert one and then transition of bioinert substance into the stage of living one under the influence of internal and external causes. Currently concept of “bioinert substance” realized as a set of molecular and macromolecular organic compounds (biopolymers) that are originated at the result of transition of inert substance into the living one as well as result of interaction of systems of inert and living matters.


Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the Evolved Substance model. А - inert substance space-time; В - living substance space-time.
        Thus new vision of the Universe existence has emerged in Evolved Substance model. If point A (Fig.4) is a physical singularity where inert substance formed as a result of the Big Bang, then point B is a bioinert substance (physical-chemical singularity) which is a start point of living substance origination (L.Morozov’s Big Bang concept). There was a first time of the Universe evolution discussion and the Universe interpretation as an aggregate development of the inert and living substances.

The most of Vernadskiy's judgments got the scientific substantiation and development in researches of the famous scientists such as I.Akchurin, A.Oparin, M.Kalvine, N.Moiseev, V.Lapo, L.Morozov, I.Shklovskiy, F.Daison, F.Drake, K.Sagan etc. They reviewed living substance at all of its development stages.

         Thus the Evolved Universe model and Evolved Substance one integrated the most important achievements of the natural science till the middle of the XX century. But at the same time these models actualized the series of questions with the answers that clashed with the models content. Besides new aspects of the Universe existence were discovered and researched over the period of time. There was a necessity to build more qualitative new model that should include the previous models achievements parallel with new qualitative information that describes the real Universe existence more completely.

Let’s separate the most important achievements of the modern science that should be used during the new Universe model construction. Firstly, the fundamental laws of natural science were deeper reviewed especially in the context of their using of while research the organization and functioning of living matter system. But the ХХI century beginning is marked by the possibility of the physical-mathematical substantiation of the life evolution although it was rejected by the previous natural scientists. Second half of XX century and beginning of XXI one is marked by the intensive development of scientific spheres which research the structure and functioning of living matter. Biology, geology, genetics, organic chemistry have been extended by biophysics, biochemistry, cybernetics, thermodynamics, synergetics, genie and cellular engineering, geochemistry etc. In the aggregate abovementioned scientific spheres enriched and extended the understanding of living substance in the planetary scary as well as in the cosmic scale.  

Secondly, the deeper realizing of living substance existence defined the limits of life laws applicability. It has been disclosed that laws of living substance existence doesn’t explain the processes of functioning of neurons and neuronal systems and they are not applicable to analyze the structures and systems with highly developed psychics. It has been found that noosphere is not a highest stage of biosphere because of the principal difference in their organization as well in their functioning.

Thirdly, new vision of the scientific information concerning the human activity appeared at the turn of natural sciences and humanities at the beginning of ХХI century. It happened under the influence of neurophysiology and psychology developments. The fundamental space of living matter (mentality space) and ability to build close to dynamic chaos self-organizing system on its basis were defined. The scientific world started to discuss the intelligent substance as a third matter state. A few people venture to spread this phenomenon on the Universe scale but it is hard to disclaim intelligent substance system in the Earth scale (Fig. 5). V.Vernadskiy and later N.Kholodniy, P.Teyar-de-Chardin, V.Kaznacheev, N.Moiseev, B.Porshnev, A.Maneev and series of other scientists created the extended argumentation of noosphere as a sphere of mentality existence in the scale of planet Earth.


Fig. 5. Hierarchical evolution of the intelligent substance.
Maybe later the quantity of the hierarchies in this structure can increase when quantity of the scientific information about intelligent substance extends. But at present all the essential intelligent substance forms can be formally represented as in series evolved hierarchies.
        New model should answer the question how to integrate above-listed achievements into entire model of the Universe existence. How to join all-sufficient inert (Fig.2), living (Fig.3) and intelligent (Fig.5) matters systems into the hierarchically evolved model of the Universe without Khazen's and Redi-Vernadskiy's laws violations?

At 2002 year, analyzing these problems I came to understanding of new model of the world existence. I named my model of existence as the Evolved Matter model. Why did I use matter term instead of substance one? Usually if we say substance we mean just one matter form that manifest itself in the form of direct object sensation. But there is the second matter state - the field of the physical variables. It manifests its properties during the properties measuring using devices. Ability of joining of substance and field in philosophic concept of “matter” is explained by permissibility of using in both cases the unified characteristic in terms of mass which has inertia and gravity at the moment.

In suggested model of the Universe I’ve postulated six statements. Of cause they are discussable and need to be defined more precisely following a discussion.
        Firstly, matter evolution is providential. Most likely the initial physical conditions defined that matter existence is possible just afoot and this movement has a direction. It is probabilistic (acceptably accidental) and irreversible. Saying about the matter evolution I imply appropriate, predefined, constructive development of substance and field. It is justified on a basis of the fundamental laws. I postulate that matter evolution (its development providential nature) consists from two basic characteristics: a) initially defined at the singularity point characteristics; b) the environment influence.
        Secondly, I postulate the formal separation of the evolution process to creative evolution of the matter content and to forms evolution by means of that matter content manifests itself. Matter states (inert, living and intelligent matter) are all-sufficient in their systems. These systems consist from two components: 1) constructively evolved matter content, 2) intermittent shaping that repeats it displaying content. Creative evolution of the matter content is a transition from relatively "simple" constructions ("intra-atomic" and monatomic) to polyatomic geometric constructions (molecular, macromolecular etc.) of substance with their complicated interactions in terms of the physical fields. The most part of outward things that are available for human perception consist of evolved forms that hide the matter content evolution18.

	Thirdly, every posterior ("daughter") matter states appearance is possible just through the transitive matter states. For the first time this statement was expressed by V.Vernadskiy. If we suppose that Universe existence is an interaction of the three consistently taken up matter states (inert, living and intelligent ones) then there are two transitive matter states exist. I named the first one as a bioinert matter repeating V.Vernadskiy's wording. The second one I named as “biointelligent matter”. The transitive matter states are the intermediates that provide the Khazen's law firmness on the one hand and consistent matter transition into the qualitative new state on the other hand.

I assume that transitive matter states formation lasts up to one billion years and it has a providential nature that is caused by the radical environment changes. Exactly environment charges bring a significant extent of probability into the providential matter's evolution nature as a result of the consistent space nesting (according to Khazen's law). The transition from deterministic system to dynamic chaotic state is a pithy basis that promotes the transition matter forms appearance19. The most settled changes that promote more qualitative interactions with changed environment conditions are fixed. Subsequently new matter state is formed basing on their aggregate according to empiric Khazen's chain: Fortuitousness → Conditions → Memorization.

        Fourthly, new matter state is a settled construction of substance and field that formed from the transitive matter state as a result of appropriate environment influence. In future new matter state is formed just from its initial structures but after appearance from accumulated pithy changes and strict selection. Redy-Vernadskiy's is not corrupted but its sense and area of application are changed.

Fifthly, I postulate that intelligent matter state exists and it is a third matter state. I put the scientific part of all information concerning widespread and engaged concepts (“humanity”, “human society”) into the “intelligent matter” term. At the same time “humanity” term for me starts from its fundamental principles (activity of neuron complexes of consciousness and underconsciousness joined into the “mentality” term). At the same time “psy-space” for me is a totality of mental activities that manifests in “human activity”. For me “intellectual substance” is scientific and scientific-philosophical summarizations of the mentality research and mentality manifestations in scales of Earth and space. I tried to argue the fact of its all-sufficient existence in my previous researches [see 3-7]. Thus, according to the modern natural-scientific knowledge development, intelligent matter is a material substance described by processes of origin, development and interaction of intelligence representatives in scale of Space. It is supposed that intelligent matter is a third matter state of substance and field. It is supposed that main feature of intelligent matter is presence of highly developed mentality which is understand as a field organization of integrated into the whole neuron complexes. On the basis of these complexes two self-sufficient neuron ensembles have been originated, we mean consciousness and underconsciousness. Mentality is a holistic, self-developing, self-reproducing formation which is inclined for analytical and synthetic activities and it has neurons together with inter-neuronal and intra-neuronal connections on the basis of ones organization. In general, mentality activity is based on qualitatively new matter characteristic – its ability for associative work with informational medium. On the Earth intelligent matter is represented by humanity.

Sixthly, I postulate the Universe universality. I suppose that laws, processes and phenomena discovered at our part of the Universe (at the Solar system) and in scale of the Earth as separate object may be extrapolated to the Universe scale and its other "parts". I extrapolated the analysis results of the matter evolution with the numerical values in the Solar system scale to the Universe scale. Suggested Evolved Matter model was built basing on the results of the matter evolution in the Solar system scale. 

        The six postulated statements let us join the modern science and philosophy achievements into the Evolved Matter model. Its schematic picture is represented on Fig.1.

The Evolved Matter model content may be expounded in the following way. 13,7 (14) billions years ago at he result of first class phase change occurred the inflation of fundamental (determinative) space of inert matter. Its name is a cosmic vacuum. The basis of cosmic vacuum is a physical vacuum which is a basic concept of inflationary cosmology. According to modern interpretation20, physical vacuum is a lowest energetic state of quantum fields and this state is characterized by the absence of any real pieces. Physical vacuum is not just field absence, but one of field’s possible states. It has nonzero value of energy and pressure densities and this fact is a reason of virtual processes (origin and annihilation of pieces etc) existence. Vacuum state may be different and there is continual specter of vacuum states. Vacuum is described by the scalar fields and quantum fluctuations are usual for them. Singularity is a quantum fluctuation of vacuum. Physical vacuum is a matter form with is characterized by activity, origination and annihilation of virtual pieces (boiling without boiling away). Also it is able to stay at one of some states with greatly different energies and pressures and mentioned pressures are negative.

The excited state of physical vacuum is called as “false vacuum” which can create a giant force of cosmic repulsive. This force caused unrestrained and fast ballooning of “space bubbles” (embryos of one or some universes which of those are defined by their own fundamental constants) where colossal energy where concentrated. This ballooning has taken place according to exponent (every 10-34 seconds the Universe diameter has been doubled). Ballooning speed valuably exceeded the light speed without any contradictions with the law of relativity because ballooning process has no connections with creating of causal-and-effect relations in substance. This type of ballooning has been called as inflation. Fast extension means that all parts of the Universe are flied apart in the same way like during the explosion. During the quantum cosmological period (from 10-43 to 10-34 seconds) occurred formation of space-time characteristics of our Universe. 

But inflation phase can’t be longtime. Negative (false) vacuum are non-stable and it strives to get breakage. When breakage is finished the repulsive is finished too and inflation is disappeared. The Universe passes into the power of regular gravitation. It happened approximately at 10-34 seconds after inflation begins. But thanking to initial impulse obtained at the beginning of inflation, the Universe extension is continued but with speed that decelerates. Progressive slowing of the Universe extension is a unique track which saved from inflation period until today.

It is widely thought that the Universe at the inflation phase was cold and empty. But at the end of phase, huge amounts of energy (concentrated in initial physical vacuum) were released in form of radiation which heated the Universe up to temperature of 1027 R and up to energy 1014 GeV. It was Big Bang. The evolution of hot Universe started from that moment. Substance and anti-substance originated thanking to energy and then the Universe started to cool down together with continual phase transition. All the fundamental interactions we observe today get “crystallized” during that phase transitions.

The elementary pieces space, nuclear and corpuscular ones were formed in series under the influence of four types of forces (there are four kinds of interactions - the gravitational one, electromagnetic one, strong and weak ones) during the three billions of years (fig.2)21. I underline that all the numeric values I've got as a result of the analysis of the matter evolution in the Solar system scale and as a result of the formal comparison of the results of physical-mathematical researches of the Evolved Universe model. 

Approximately 10,7 (11) billions years ago the evolved matter came into a new stage of the molecular and macromolecular compounds formation. This stage is noteworthy because at that time material objects started forming. We are talking about the stars, planets etc. The first bioinert matter structures also formed according to the physical laws at some of these objects. It was a beginning of the physical-chemical matter evolution. The possible ways of bioinert matter formations and the first structures of life are reviewed in researches of Oparin, Bernal, Fox, Kalvin etc. The modern science came to complete uncovering of this question basing on the multiple physico-chemical experiments. I refuse pan-sperm ideas. I hold the opinion that living matter has formed on the Earth as a result of the abiogenesis through the multitude of the transitive forms between inert matter and living one such as the different states of the monomer molecules and macromolecular compounds, biopolymers that produce bioinert matter as a transitive matter state.

        The bioinert matter evolution caused the molecular-genetic level origination in the Universe structure about 9.7 (10) billions years ago. This level is determinative for the living substance space. “The matter evolves constructively!” – this thesis and the substantiation of the reasons of the qualitative transition form one matter state to another one from the position of the law of degradation of energy are enough profoundly reviewed in the A.Khazen's researches [24]. The important  place in proving of applicability of the second law of thermodynamics is owned by I.Prigojin, G.Gladyshev and others. The Universe life started its existence 9.7 (10) billions years ago. We talk about the first living matter appearance in determined (in time) point of the Universe taking into account the matter evolution permanent nature. This point conditionally indicates the substance and field states that passed through the three billions of the years of development. During this interval the matter passed through the series of the qualitative changes and achieved the concrete physical-chemical parameters. They determined the regular and predetermined appearance of the primary structures of the living matter from the transitive form. Living matter was appearing in other "points" of the Universe parallel with the inert matter evolution and the Universe expansion. I suppose that the Universe matter evolves not just constructively that substantiated A.Khazen in his researches but also in series. For my opinion the Universe existence is an aggregate of the heterogeneous matter states that are at the different stages of their development.

Living substance was passing through the stages of its formation and development next three billions of the years. That time it was under the influence of the fundamental physical and physical-chemical laws from one hand and laws of synthetic evolution theory  from another hand. We mentioned above that the living matter evolution is providential. This property manifests itself from the first structures of the life. This fact was established by D.Kenyon and G.Steyman basing on the huge research material. They named it as the biochemical predetermination [16]. From the first steps of development the structures of living matter developed naturally and directed taking into account the fact of their nesting into the inert substance existence. We can express the consistent hierarchical evolution of the all-sufficient multitudes of the life structures:

amino acids > proteinoids > protocells > prokaryotes> eukaryotes> adhesive cells > tissues > organs > organs systems > organisms > populations > species > etc.

Undoubtedly every next multitude of the life structures influences on the previous ones22. But we have to admit that every next multitude is just a form of the previous form of the living matter. The far from the molecular-genetic space (amino acids and proteinoids) these multitudes are placed, the more faltering is the character of their formation. The biochemically predefined changes in the space of molecules and genes transform into the faltering scaled changes at all next spaces. In one's turn the environment changes rarely cause changes in determinative spaces of the living matter despite the fact of their importance.
       
First biointelligent structures of the Universe were formed about 7.7 (8) billions years ago.  Cephalization underlies the notions about biointelligent matter (number 3 at fig.1). It was described by Professor Dana in the middle of XIX century. Pisces, Amphibians, Reptiles, Birds, Mammals and other fauna specimens starting with invertebrates are rationally related to biointelligent matter. Dana discovered that continual nervous system development of these classes’ specimens caused the system transformation into under-consciousness and consciousness or in other words mentality.

In the evolved Universe model living matter is “finished” by invertebrates. I suppose that it is unreasonable to attribute another organism classes to living matter. These classes have not just completed molecular-genetic level as a definition of the living matter space. Also they have the qualitative changes that separate these classes from the living matter world making them atypical for this world on the one hand. On another hand it let us suppose the new qualitative passage and the nervous system formation as a new determinant space in matter evolution. The value of the formed neurons and neuronal complexes firstly has been uncovered against a background of the molecular-genetic level value in the biointelligent structures. The nervous system value shoots up in the biointelligent structures existence depending from the matter evolution duration.

As transitive forms the biointelligent matter structures have a lot of common features with the living matter representatives as well as with the intelligent matter ones. They are joined with living matter by the commonness of the morphological and physiological parameters along with molecular-genetic level and hereditary programs domination. They are joined with intelligent matter by means of reflection that is a conditionally separated level of the nervous system development. If for the biointelligent structures reflection (unconditional and conditional-reflex activity of the nervous system) is a highest level of the nervous system development then it is a basis for the intelligent matter specimens where the consciousness and under-consciousness activity were formed. The consciousness and under-consciousness are qualitatively new neuronal complexes in brain. The neuronal complexes of consciousness and under-consciousness are forming mentality and they are the qualitatively new matter states that present themselves in forms of human activity on Earth. The civilization culture is represented by the forms of evolved mentality from the primitive humanity to the modern society. For my opinion humanity and society evolutions are not just developments of their social, economical, cultural, religious spheres of activity (they are the forms evolutions) but also development of mentality, neuronal complexes of consciousness and under-consciousness. The evolved mentality represents itself to the world in abovementioned spheres providing more qualitative conditions for itself development. 

The intelligent matter specimens appeared in the Universe about 6.7 (7) billions years ago. I underline that talking about the intelligent matter manifestations at the Universe scale we imply the matter manifestation in its concrete "point" where matter was transforming during 7 billions of years.

        Comparing the Universe matter evolution with the time of three matter states existence at the Earth we reveal that humanity as an intelligent matter form is positioned at the first stages of ones development. We mean two numbers comparison. The first number is the several millions of years of the intelligent matter (humanity) development without taking into account biointelligent matter existence. The second one is 7 billions of years of the intelligent matter development at the Universe scale. Otherwise matter of the given point of the Universe that includes the Solar system and the Earth is 7 billions years overdue from the primary structures on its development! The material forms were evolved during more than 7 billions of years before matter (or Universe part). The part of our Galaxy including the Solar system with the Earth was formed basing on this matter23.

The intelligent matter forming in the Universe is taking place since the nervous system value comes commensurable to the molecular-genetic level value. I suppose that exactly from this point we can start new matter state counting out.
Thus in the Evolved matter model we can visually depict the matter development relatively to the time arrow in the following way (Fig.6).

Fig. 6. The matter development relatively to the "time arrow".
        Fig. 6 points out the providential or conditional matter evolution nature. It is based on the fundamental laws of the Universe and on the second law of thermodynamics.
        A lot of important conclusions appear from suggested model. Let's review some of them.

        First conclusion: every next matter state is nested into the previous one. The nesting fact points on the Universe succession, hierarchy and priority nature. The fundamental laws of the previous (maternal) matter states are obligatory for the further (daughter) states. I imply the existence of three basic laws of interaction between the maternal and daughter states of matter. They are common for the scales of the Universe existence.

First law: there is no direct connection between the spaces of maternal and daughter states maternal and daughter states. The connection between them is performed through the definitive space of the transitive matter state (for example, bioinert matter). Thus, the influence of the maternal state on the daughter one has correlative nature.

Second law: the maternal state influences on the daughter one through the complex changes in own structure. For example, the changes in the inert matter as a whole influence on living matter. Besides, the influence of maternal state on the daughter one occurs by influencing on the definitive (fundamental) space as well as on the next consistently nested spaces of the daughter matter state.

Third law: the daughter state influences on the maternal one through its own established organizational structure (system) or through its own basic fractal strand. In this case the daughter system influence is directed not to the fundamental space of maternal matter state, but to its fractal derivatives.
It follows from third law that influence of daughter matter state on the maternal one doesn’t cause cardinal changes in maternal state. Any radical changes in maternal state are equal to death of the daughter one. For example, when influence of human society on planetary biosphere would violate the functioning of determinative space of living matter it would bring the death of the intelligent matter. The changes in the molecular-genetic space cause the death of mentality space.

        Second conclusion:  the Evolved matter model foresees the existence of at least two another matter states in the world existence. Let's mark them as Х1 and Х2. The state Х1 appeared approximately 4 billions years ago basing on the intelligent matter system. It remains at the stage of the system forming. The state Х2 is formed. To be precise transitive state between X1 and X2 is formed. The future science will discover what these matter states are and what their forms are (Fig.7).

Fig.7. Vector scheme of the Universe structure along the time arrow.
The start point is the Universe (inert matter) age – 14 billions of years.
Dotted line depicts the transitive matter states (1 billion of years) and
 first stage of formation of matter state (1 billion of years). 
All numbers are shown is billions of years.

        Third conclusion actualizes the question about the singularity point. Is point A (physical singularity and effluent inert matter state, Fig.1) a primary matter state? Maybe singularity is nothing else but something similar to the B and C points (bioinert and biointelligent matters). Maybe inert matter was preceded by unknown matter state. Or maybe even it was preceded by more then one matter states. Accordingly even the Universe age can draw back to the bigger value. These questions will be answered by the science in future.

	Fourth conclusion: the Universe is homogeneous only at its content. Its homogeneity is a result of evolution of initial, definitive space of cosmic vacuum. Everything has been built from it and using it. It is everywhere, in everything. It is primary. The fact of heterogeneity is discussed in scientific literature and it is a fact of forms heterogeneity. The evolved homogonous content manifests itself using that forms. When we speak about the heterogeneity of the Universe we mean at least three matter states known for the modern science. These states by means of their existence bring the relief homogeneous nature to the Universe. Observable heterogeneous hierarchical structure of the Universe is an aggregate of forms by means of which the constructively evolved space of cosmic vacuum (primary and homogeneous space) manifests oneself.
	
	Fifth conclusion: researching the Universe probably we have already found the different manifestations of matter states and maybe we’ll find them more. The main is to identify them correctly. Every matter state in the Universe approves oneself just when we review it from positions of ones distinctive features of determinative space or mentioned space structure. I.e. the Universe hierarchy will get unclosed for us only at the definitive (fundamental) spaces of one or another matter states. Generally speaking, the Solar system is homogeneous when we review it standing on positions of cosmic vacuum. The living matter and the intelligent one are “decompounded” up to the elementary pieces and get “invisible” in manifestations of the current space.

Sixth conclusion: the life and intellect expansion has no scaled nature. Systems of the living and intelligent matters occupy their own niches in the Universe and they are "spread" at the scale of their own nesting. Scale of the "spread" term for the different matter states is extremely ambiguous and relative. Fro example we can talk about the living matter "spread" on the material object Earth but in real this "spread" comes to the vertical 12 kilometers zone. The Earth's living matter spread at scale of the Solar system is rather insignificant.

Let’s sum up the short results. Firstly, we’ve found that world existence is a huge field of researching and it is actively researched in philosophy as well as in science during the last two thousands of years. 

Secondly, we’ve found that material world should be reviewed not only in form of the Evolved Universe because it is just one of the aspects of world development. Matter evolves and constructively complicates at its own structure creating qualitatively new states. There are two matter states other then the inert one. We mean living and intelligent matter states which are consistently nested, hierarchically joined, self-sufficient and probably characterized by the bigger energetic concentration relatively to time.

Thirdly, analyzing the models which are the parts of the modern vision of world existence, we found, that substantial development of matter is manifested by means of intermitted formation. The Universe structure we percept is an aggregate of intermitted (discrete, fractal) forms which hide the substantial evolution. In reality the matter evolution is a set of qualitative changes at the fundamental levels which manifest oneself in formation just as after-sounds (see Fig.6).





Fig.8. Schematic drawing of the Evolved matter model. 
Every next (“daughter”) matter state is nested into the previous (“maternal”) one. The connection between the “maternal” and “daughter” matter states with keeping of Redi-Vernadskiy principle provided through the transitive forms (depicted using ovals). The nature of the Universe evolution is predefined 
(directed, irreversible and probabilistic).

In suggested model the matter fills its own content differentiating on the qualitative states. If we suppose that Universe is primary matter state that extends than the next qualitative matter states (created using the transitive forms) fill its content. It brings the internal consistency of the Universe to the similarity of the initial “point” where its beginning started (Fig.8). I suppose that the longer “expansion” along the arrow time is the more qualitative matter states fill its content. The Universe model “balances” its own structure using the qualitative matter states and obtains the dynamic balance in this way. 

Fifthly, we found, that last and future of humanity is intimately connected with the Space. As representatives of intelligent matter we appeared in the Universe structure as a natural result and we’ll flow into its structure. This fact is a very important aspect of philosophy of education and it should run through the whole educational system. We have not only to think and to learn our children about the “earthen” and daily, but certainly put the vision of the roots and future of our civilization into the basis of the future generation’s worldview. 

Finally and sixthly, the modern model of the world existence let us to answer the questions about the essence of human life. The essence of human life is full-scaled realization of creative potential for good of civilization development because our civilization is evolved matter state which asserts its right of existence in the Universe structure.

Notes:
1 Bazluk O.A. World existence and “evolved matter” as its modern model. “Philosophy and cosmology 2009”: Scientific-theoretic digest. – Poltava: Poltava literator, 2009. – p.3-37.

2  There are many definitions of the second law of thermodynamics. We cite it according to formulation of L.Boltsman and J.Gibbs: a) the nature strives to transition from more probable states into the less ones; b) it is necessary and enough for equilibrium of any isolated system that entropy changes would be null or negative in all possible changes of system states without changing of energy. The statement that entropy describes the maximum of possibility of matter state is the most important moment in formulations of energy properties at Boltsman’s and Gibbs’s researches. Boltsman has defined the entropy in form detailed by Plank:
S=K*lnΩ (1), where Ω – number of possible system states. 
Gibbs has found the form for entropy: S = -K*lnψ (2), where ψ – probabilities of system states.
Different signs in formulas are caused by the fact that number of possible system states Ω>1, but probabilities of system states ψ<1. The negative sign in formula (2) makes an entropy (defined using the probabilities) positively defined function as well as when it is described using the numbers in form of formula (1).

3 The law of the Universe hierarchical evolution as an entropy increase (Khazen's law): there is synthesis of the action-entropy-information (as a hierarchical physical variable) at the heart the Universe origin and evolution and it is based on the following chain: Fortuitousness - Conditions - Memorization. The balance deadlocks overcoming are descended from the principle of the fortuitousness - conditions - memorization execution maximum (the transformation ability maximum that is common for the whole Universe:

The indexes separated by the vertical line are the entropy conditions that were imposed by the results of preceded hierarchy stages (by the elements properties that appeared on those stages).

4 One of the common laws of matter organization is a law of divergence. Its essence is concentrated in following: development process is characterized by continuous sophistication and growing of variety of organizational forms of matter. More detailed see: [27, p.208-209]. The features of self-organization is described in monograph of V.Gorbachev [14]. There are four of them according to Gorbachev: 1) only moving system can be self-organized and mentioned movement is non-linear; 2) energy, substance and information exchanges with the external medium are necessary; 3) the processes should be cooperative and coherent; 4) the non-equilibrium thermodynamic situation should take place (non-equilibrium is a state when intake of energy from outside not only “extinguish” entropy growing, but even make entropy lower).

5 Laws of physical values conservation are the statements according which the numeric values of these values don’t change at any processes and process classes in course of time. In fact these laws are the results of the symmetry principles. The main ones for all kinds of isolated systems are: a) law of conservation and transformation of energy; b) law of conservation of momentum; c) law of conservation of charge; d) mass conservation law.

6 The Milky Way is a name of our galaxy that is dependent for the widespread class of spiral galaxies (Sb and Sc type according to Hubble classification) [18].

7 This question was consistently researched by me since 1998 and described in following monographs: [3-8].
 
8 In connection with this I would like to mark that whole Universe existence (according to Khazen’s law) is based oneself on the nested dolls principle: the consequence of nesting of one essential objectivation into another one. That is why this principle is common for the science. It discovers itself while nearest hierarchical structures are reviewed. If this principle is violated then this fact is a symptom that there is a wrong definition of structures or one of hierarchical chains is lost. “Nested dolls” principle has no exceptions. This principle has universal nature as well as Khazen’s law that actualizes it does. 

9 The deeper analysis of development of Big Bang model is described in article of T.V.Gorbatuk “The paradoxes of Fridman’s and Post-Fridman’s paradigms at modern scientific worldview” [see: 20, p.113-127].

10 According to processed results from the WMAP (Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe) satellite, the age of the Universe is 13.4±0.3 billions of years.
11 This question is deeply discovered at monograph of V.P.Kaznacheev [see: 15].

12 As an author of this term, Vernadskiy characterizes it in following way: the bioinert substance is produced “by the living organisms and by the inert processes at the same time, it is an equilibrium system of both of them. It is true for organic and other water of biosphere, oil, soil, mantle of waste etc.” [12, p.51]. It is important to say content of the “bioinert substance” term in modern conceptions of the Universe is partially modified and complemented. The “bioinert substance” is not only a product of interaction of inert and living substances, but also a set of transitive structures between inert and living matters. The discovering of these structures was performed by the famous Russian scientist Alexander Ivanovich Oparin (1894-1980).

13 Depending that, Vernadskiy wrote: “<…> Instead of concept of “life” I use concept of “living substance”, today this concept is entrenched in science. “Living substance” is an aggregate of living organisms. It is a scientific and empiric summarization of many well-known and easily observed facts. The concept of “life” always steps over the bounds of “living substance” in philosophy, folklore, religion and artistic endeavor. All of them are dropped off in concept of “living substance” [12, p.299].

14 There are well-known researches of Russian scientist A.Chijevskiy in this sphere [28].

15 Self-replication is a doubling of DNA-molecule with transferring of genetic information to the nascent cell.

16 For the first time, G.Patty defined that edge between the living and inert substances are placed at the level of anlages of biological functions [1, p.126-127].

17 I.Anosov and L.Kulich identified basic features of life: 1) ability for self-reproduction; 2) ability for formation of organic space; 3) ability for synthesis of long hetero-polymers by means of matrix synthesis; 4) existence of biological-genetic information at the nucleic acids; 5) metabolism; 6) discreteness; 7) growing; 8) development; 9) homeostasis; 10) irritability; 11) movement; 12) chirality; 13) covariant reduplication.  

18 For example, synthetic theory of evolution. Need of this theory appeared when Charles Darvin’s theory of evolution (built on observation of forms) stopped producing of positive answers on the series of questions related to life organization. At that time, Gregory Mendel’s works stimulated the serious researches on the levels of molecules and genes. They not only fully answered the mentioned questions but even let to build the physical-chemical forecasting of the processes in the system of life. At the result of priority changes, synthetic theory of evolution transformed generally into the process of reviewing at the molecular-genetic level which is fundamental for life. The second role was delegated to reviewing of the processes of formation.  

19  The pioneer researches at this sphere are owned by the Belgian physician and physical-chemist I.Prigojin (Noble laureate, one of the founders of thermodynamics of non-equilibrium processes) [see: 22-23].

20 The materials of monograph [19] have been used.

21 This question is discovered more preciously in research of V.Naidysh [see: 19, p.435-441].

22 This question is discovered more preciously in monograph [9].
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